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NORMAN COMPANIES AT THE INTERNATIONAL WORLD NUCLEAR
EXHIBITION ALONGSIDE NUCLEOPOLIS
From 14 to 16 October 2014, the Nucleopolis cluster will be present at the first World Nuclear
Exhibition (WNE), to be held at Paris (in Le Bourget).
Over a shared space of 200 m2, Nucleopolis will welcome
17 companies from the nuclear industry and 2 Norman associations:
Sotraban and Energies Haute Normandie.
The companies which wanted to attend the exhibition, alongside
Nucleopolis, include those based in the Cotentin area such as
EFINOR, AEMCO, OREKA, NUDEC and FIVA, companies from Calvados
department such as SOMINEX, PANTECHNIK, PIERCAN and TRAVYL,
as well as companies from Upper Normandy, and even outside
Normandy.
The vocation of Nucleopolis, the Norman nuclear cluster for health and energy, is to
promote the economic development of the nuclear industry in Normandy, and therefore
employment, by enhancing the competitiveness of its member companies.
This support involves developing skills and innovation as well as participating in businessoriented exhibitions - like the WNE- in order to showcase the know-how of the SMEs and
allow them to access new markets.
WNE also highlights the use of nuclear technologies in healthcare and has asked Nucleopolis
to focus on this theme for the exhibition through a dedicated space on the Nucleopolis booth
(C50-D49) and a round table, organised under its direction: a tremendous opportunity to
promote Normandy's numerous assets in the field.
During the 3 days at the WNE, Nucleopolis, the reference regional player for the nuclear
industry in the fields of Energy and Health, will act as ambassador of Normandy excellence
in the nuclear domain.

For full details about the WNE: www.world-nuclear-exhibition.com
For full details about Nucleopolis at the WNE: read Nucleolien No. 10, WNE special issue
(www.nucleopolis.com: header documentation then Nucleolien).

MORE ABOUT NUCLEOPOLIS
Around internationally renowned players such as AREVA, CEA, CNRS, EDF and GANIL, the
Nucleopolis cluster federates the industrial, training and research skills available in
Normandie, across the entire value chain of nuclear sciences in the fields of energy and
health and in the transverse field of risk management.
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